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Hi. I’m Kelly Garrett, Graduate Research Assistant in the Cataloging & Metadata Services department at UT Libraries. And I’ll be talking about batch processing electronic theses and dissertations, henceforth abbreviated as ETDs. 



http://bit.ly/DoMoreWithLessETD

http://bit.ly/DoMoreWithLessETD
http://bit.ly/DoMoreWithLessETD
In case I run over, you can find presentation materials and documentation with this bit.ly link. I’ve included this slidedeck as well as documentation. 



Background

So bit of background here...



Most of us are probably familiar with this type of resource. It is an ETD. 



At UT Austin, and many other institutions across the country, students submit their ETDs through a management system called Vireo. In Vireo students supply metadata for their work, including keywords, committee member names, and the like. This is also where ETD catalogers begin applying local guidelines. As an example, I’ve included a section of Maria’s changelog in Vireo. You can see where I’ve [gesture] altered the order of her name, lower cased the title, conducted authority work on her supervisor, and added semicolon delimiters to the keywords.

Once the record is ready, it is published and goes to our institutional repository, Texas ScholarWorks.



But catalogers are not done there. They also need a MARC record for the library catalog. The MARC record is created using the same student-supplied metadata from Vireo, and as a result the records are largely identical. I’ve highlighted the metadata the comes directly from Vireo in orange and the constant data in purple. As you can see, very little is added, only page counts and vita notes.

This process is extremely inefficient and requires catalogers to literally copy and paste content from one system to another. 

So, in the spring of 2016, I was tasked with figuring out how to expedite this process. 



Project Objectives

Let’s get clear on the objectives really quickly.



efficiency 

improve 
turnaround 

reduce 
staff time

batch cataloging

Cutting down on the record by record creation process in MARC improves efficiency, thereby reducing ETD cataloging times and freeing up ETD specialists and student workers for other tasks. This is something I’m sure other cataloging units are eager to achieve as well. UT decided to address this problem space with [click] batch processing.



Process

With that out of the way, let’s get into the nitty gritty of how batch processing ETDs from Vireo actually works. 



Vireo MarcEdit
OCLC 

Connexion

Vireo 3 includes several standard export features, including one for MARC21--an obvious choice for getting Vireo metadata into MARC format. The biggest obstacle with using this export is the need to rework the default institutional standards and outdated AACR2 cataloging rules baked into the export. [click] In comes MarcEdit, the popular MARC record editing suite, which handles advanced metadata manipulation needs. [click] After edits are complete, getting the records into the catalog is the final step.



If we drill down into this process a little bit further, after downloading the batch export from Vireo, [click] the next step is to merge the individual MARC records into one file using MARCJoin. In the MARCEditor is where the magic happens. [click] MARCEdit lets us do simple stuff like find and replace and swapping field data, [click] as well as more complex functions such as building entirely new fields from data found in other parts of the record and regular expressions. 

I’m going through this kind of fast just to give you a rough idea, but don’t worry. In the bit.ly link I’ve included step by step instructions for this entire process. This document has gone through several user tests and is friendly for people at any skill level. 



Challenges

So, I’ve allayed your fears with the promise of amazing documentation, but what hasn’t been so easy?



Vireo MarcEdit
OCLC 

Connexion

You’ll notice I didn’t mention our process in Connexion. [click]

We’re actively exploring the logistics of how batch importing into OCLC is going to work at UT, so we’re not ready to share best practices at this time. UT Libraries is a big organization serving a large university with thousands of ETDs, so these discussions take time, but production could happen as early as this fall.

Another challenge of note includes the fact that some data loss was unavoidable. [click] We made sacrifices with the vita note and illustrations and page number information in the 300 field. Because these data are not captured in Vireo, they are not suitable for batch processing.



Takeaways + Future Plans

Okay, enough of the bad. We accomplished a lot here. Namely….



Hooray!

Hooray! Large batch ETD cataloging actually works in the wild. Plus it has huge potential for adoption by the larger Vireo-user community.

However, a few improvements on Vireo’s end might make this process easier.



ATTN: Vireo developers

customizable export template

better filtering options

field customizations

I’ll end with suggestions for future Vireo releases. 

A completely customizable workflow for every institution has been promised in the Vireo 4 release, but we would like to see this flow over into customizable export options. [click] An export template builder would be ideal and provide interoperability across institutions.

[click] Filtering options, which control records included in batch exports, could use improvement as well. For example, allowing users to opt out of filters in addition to current opt in only filtering. 

We have not investigated this next one in depth, but I think the idea warrants a brief mention. [click] Developers might consider baking in options for Vireo admins to customize or at least add to default metadata fields presented to students. UT might utilize a checkbox for the presence of a vita, for example.



Thank you!

Kelly Garrett // UT Libraries
kelly.garrett@utexas.edu 

Thank you for your time. I’ll of course be happy to take any questions at the end of the session, or feel free to email me. 


